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Monocular vision obstacles detection for autonomous navigation S. Wybo, D. Tsishkou, C. Vestri, F. Abad, S. Bougnoux and R. Bendahan.



Abstract—Autonomous robot navigation has many applications such as space exploration (see the Mars rovers), military purposes (UGV and UAV) and autonomous vehicles (DARPA challenges). Usually such navigation is ensured by the use of multiple sensors. In this article we propose a solution for navigating a robot in an unknown environment using only monocular vision algorithms.



I. INTRODUCTION



A



navigation is key to most applications of robots. It provides larger possibilities for planetary exploration (such as the Mars Rovers [1]), higher degree of interaction with humans (such as Toyota partner robot “Robina” [2]) or automatic vehicles [3][4][5][6]. Usually, autonomous systems rely on constrained environment knowledge (from type of objects to map of the floor) and/or use of a large number of sensors for variable environment detection as shown in Figure 1. In this paper we propose a combination of monocularvision algorithms to detect obstacles (of both known and unknown type) in the close unknown environment of an autonomous system (either a robot platform or a vehicle). We don’t deal with the classical problem of SLAM but only with obstacle avoidance for autonomous vehicles. For this problem, we use the vision sensor to detect obstacles. Robot positioning is performed through odometry dead reckoning supposing planar ground. This hypothesis is verified (at least locally) in the conditions we run our algorithms (indoor or low speed movements on road). UTONOMOUS



Figure 1: Urban challenge winner obstacles sensors equipment



We successfully demonstrated use of these algorithms in an in-vehicle anti-collision system as well as to perform autonomous navigation in an unknown indoor environment. In both situations many different obstacles were present: vehicles, humans and other random objects. Manuscript received February xth, 2008. S. Wybo and other authors are with IMRA Europe S.A.S. 220 Rue Albert Caquot. BP 213. 06904 Sophia-Antipolis Cedex. FRANCE. (contact: phone: +33-493-957-388, fax: +33-493-957-328, e-mail: [email protected]).



II. THE PROTOTYPES A. Prototype vehicle For a couple of years now, we have been using a prototype vehicle equipped with a monocular vision sensor and odometry sensors offering 3D vision reconstruction of the surrounding static environment. This vehicle is a Toyota Picnic which we already presented in [8]. It is equipped with a standard NTSC camera, odometry and steering-wheel angle sensors (Figure 2).



Figure 2: Prototype vehicle setup



As this vehicle is not equipped with autonomous movement actuators (steering, throttle and brake controls) we have used a robot platform to test our obstacles detection algorithms as inputs for autonomous navigation. B. Autonomous robot The autonomous robot platform used is based on MobileRobots, Inc. PeopleBotTM platform [1]. This platform offers a quickly controllable platform tall enough (115 cm) to reproduce the camera position in vehicles. The platform was modified to fit our needs (Figure 3): 1) Ultrasonic and IR sensors were disabled as we only use vision for obstacles detection. 2) Two standard IEEE1394 CMOS cameras (with NTSC resolution) were mounted on top of the platform, one looking down used to detect small obstacles, the second one looking up to detect tall obstacles such as humans. This two cameras setup was required to cope with the limited vertical field of view of the cameras lenses. Each camera was used independently (i.e. no stereo matching was performed). 3) An additional high power PC was added to perform all vision and navigation functions leaving basic controls to



the embedded microcontroller (transmission of left and right wheels encoders’ data to PC, application of direct movement commands received). 4) Power circuitry was also modified so that it could power the PC. 5) A hull was designed to cover the entire robot to clearly show that only cameras were used for obstacles detection.



Figure 3: Design of the autonomous robot used



C. Prototypes equipment Both prototypes are equipped with a high speed computer equipped with a quad core 3GHz CPU and 2 GB of memory. Image acquisition is performed using standard IEEE 1394a ports on the robot whereas it is performed by a Matrox Meteor II frame grabber on the vehicle. In both cases full NTSC frames are captured at 30 frames per seconds. Odometry is grabbed through NI acquisition board in the vehicle. In the robot, wheels sensors encoders’ data is received through RS232 port as imposed by the platform design. A homemade dead reckoning algorithm is then used for precise positioning. On the robot, the RS232 link is used to control the robot using direct movement commands (mainly angular and longitudinal speed orders) sent to the robot microcontroller. III. MONOCULAR VISION-BASED OBSTACLES DETECTION We combined multiple monocular vision algorithms to make detection more robust to the different kind of obstacles that can be encountered on the road or indoor. Three categories of algorithms were combined to make final decision: 1) Emergency control algorithm to check that there is no obstacle on vehicle path (free space detection algorithm). 2) Generic algorithms to detect, position and characterize (in terms of shape) static and moving obstacles (shape from motion and movement detection algorithms). 3) Dedicated algorithms to recognize specific objects most commonly found (human and vehicles recognition)



A. Free space detection Although we aim at detecting all obstacles soon enough to avoid them it is necessary to provide autonomous vehicles with a generic mean to immediately stop in order to avoid a very close obstacle (which hasn’t been detected before or which just entered the scene very close to the vehicle). Free space detection just provides this mean by detecting any obstacle very close to the vehicle without trying to characterize it (as the 3D shape of an obstacle is not important for an emergency stop). Our free space detection algorithm is a variation of the classical flood fill algorithm used for road detection. The usual color similarity criterion is here replaced by a texture similarity criterion. A 3 bin HSV histogram is used to capture texture properties in 8x8 pixels blocks to produce results robust to camera noise. By detecting vertical edges (computed through probabilistic Hough transform [9]), large vertical objects are searched and used as a cue to limit free space texture propagation. Finally a 2D/3D discrimination algorithm is used to discriminate real obstacles from flat ground marks. This later algorithm relies on the analysis of shadows for each potential 3D objects. Objects with a shadow are considered as 3D obstacles (thus stopping free space propagation) whereas objects without shadows are considered as marks on the ground which can be run over (free space propagation is not stopped on such objects). Figure 4 illustrates how intensity variations are used to assess the existence of a 2D or 3D object. If object is only 2D its intensity profile is different from that of a 3D object which shadow locally reduces this profile.



Figure 4: Illustration of 2D/3D discrimination technique for 2D (red) and 3D (blue) objects



Eventually a map representing the free space in the image is generated. Analysis of the amount of free space in front of the vehicle combined with camera calibration provides information on the distance to obstacles. Too short distances to the obstacles in the vehicle path result in an emergency stop to avoid collisions (Figure 5). This algorithm has proved to be very efficient in areas with uniform/homogeneous road texture and visible shadows but is of limited use whenever such conditions are not available.



Figure 5: Illustration of the results of free space detection run in an indoor environment. Amount of free space (blue area) is in direct correspondence with the proximity of obstacles. Color indicates estimated distance to obstacle (green: d>1m, yellow: 0.5m 
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